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Our TRUEDGE™ design technology enhances the visual 
appeal of your pool by eliminating the unnatural line 
of color at the top edge of most Interior Pool Finishes™, 
giving your sidewall the true look of tiling craftsmanship. 
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WATER COLOR

Temperate medium-blue shades 
transports you to lands and 
antiquities half a world away. 

A dark sapphire hue whisks you away 
to the ocean’s deepest waters, inviting 
you to explore all of the riches below 
its surface. 

A light blue that turns your pool 
into a tropical beach paradise.

With color hues that will remind you 
of the Caribbean as the sand descends 
into the blue waters below your feet.

LightAqua Medium Dark

Water Color

NOTE: This Water Color Guide is designed to give you an indication of the waters hue based on the interior finish you desire.  However, the hue is subjective due 
to natural sunlight and the surrounding landscape which will affect the water color.  Consult your dealer to choose the interior pool finish that will give you the 
results you are looking for.

Look for our water color guide below each pattern

& BEAD COLOR

Each of our interior finishes has a bead color 
companion. For your convenience we’ve 
noted bead colors next to each pattern.

Bead Color

WHITE BLUE LIGHT BLUE BLACK GRAY
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PERFECT SEAM™ TECHNOLOGY

Perfection is improving something until it is as flawless as possible.

We have invested in state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment and combined it with time tested sealing methods. This allows us to 
make an interior pool finish that is as flawless as possible with seams that are less noticeable, strong and water tight!

Our Interior Pool Finishes™ are the finest made in the market today. 

TECHNOLOGIE
MD
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WALL PATTERNS

Brussels | Sundance
20/20 •  20/27 • 27/27 Mil | Lt. Blue Bead

Florentine | Blue Crystal
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Lt. Blue Bead
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WALL PATTERNS

Boca | Blue Crystal
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Lt. Blue Bead

Cubic | Brilliant Bahama
20/20 • 20/27 • 27/27 Mil | Blue Bead
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Carolina | Mosaic
20/20 • 20/27 Mil | Light Blue Bead

Colorado | Sundance
20/20 • 20/27 • 27/27 Mil | Gray Bead
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WALL PATTERNS

Chicago | Mosaic
20/20 • 20/27 Mil | Light Blue Bead

Bourbon St. | Plaza
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Gray Bead
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Urban Grey Marble Borderless
27/27 Mil | Gray Bead

Slate Tile | Del Caribe
27/27 Mil | Gray Bead
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WALL PATTERNS

Illusion | Sparkle
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Light Blue Bead

Bethany Wave | Brilliant Bahama
27/27 Mil | Blue Bead
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Avalon | Grey Shale
27/27 Mil | Gray Bead

Nautical Braid  | Mosaic
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Gray Bead
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WALL PATTERNS

Mountain Top | Gemstone
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Lt. Blue Bead

Blue Grotto Borderless
27/27 Mil | Blue Bead
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Burnished Stone | Quartz
27/27 Mil | Gray Bead

Riviera | Sparkle
27/20 • 27/27 Mil | Light Blue Bead
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SELECT LINER COLLECTION

Chicago |
Mosaic

20/20 • 20/27 Mil

Carolina |
Mosaic

20/20 • 20/27 Mil

Florentine  |
Blue Crystal

27/20 • 27/27 Mil 

Boca  |
Blue Crystal

27/20 • 27/27 Mil 

Cubic |
Brilliant Bahama

20/20 • 20/27 • 27/27 Mil

Colorado |
Sundance

20/20 • 20/27 •
27/27 Mil

Bourbon St. |
Plaza

27/20 • 27/27 Mil

Brussels. |
Sundance

20/20 • 20/27 • 27/27 Mil

TILE & WALL PATTERNS

Urban Grey
Marble Borderless

27/27 Mil 

Slate Tile |
Del Caribe
27/27 Mil
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The Select Interior Finishes™ in this brochure are 
representational of actual material but are not 
an exact match. Ask your dealer to see a larger 
representation of the Interior Finish you choose to 
make certain it meets your expectation.

Burnished Stone |
Quartz

27/27 Mil

Bethany Wave |
Brilliant Bahama

27/27 Mil

Blue Grotto
Borderless

27/27 Mil 

Illusion |
Sparkle

27/20 • 27/27 Mil

Avalon |
Grey Shale
27/27 Mil

Nautical Braid  |
Mosaic

27/20 • 27/27 Mil 

Mountain Top |
Gemstone

27/20 • 27/27 Mil 

Riviera |
Sparkle

27/20 • 27/27 Mil
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SELECT LINER COLLECTION

BORDERLESS PATTERNS
No interest in a tile design? No problem! Your floor pattern can extend all 
the way up the sidewall. The choice is yours!

IMPRESSIONS
For your pool entry system, we offer “Impressions,” a textured slip-resistant 
print design built for added comfort and safety to this high-traffic area.*
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Due to the nature of the material, and various pool angles, it is improbable that floor tiles 
or pattern repeats will align. This Water Color Guide is designed to give you an indication of 
the waters hue based on the interior finish you desire. However, the hue is subjective due to 
natural sunlight and the surrounding landscape which will affect the water color. Consult your 
dealer to choose the interior pool finish that will give you the results you are looking for.

Grey Shale
27 Mil

Sparkle
20 & 27 Mil

Plaza
20 & 27 Mil 

Gemstone
20 & 27 Mil 

Urban Grey Marble
27 Mil 

Blue Crystal
20 & 27 Mil 

Quartz
27 Mil

Blue Grotto
27 Mil 
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RENEW & REMODEL

A stunning makeover is as simple as replacing your interior pool finish and adding a new entry system. It’s 
very affordable and usually just takes a day or two to complete. Choose from our many beautiful options 
and enjoy your remodeled, revitalized new pool! 

WATERTIGHT PROTECTION
Our patented faceplate system creates an 
impermeable compression bond seal between 
your stairs and your interior pool finish, 
providing years of carefree enjoyment.

Renew &                       
REMODEL

VAST SELECTION
Explore all the patterns available to you 
and see how there’s an interior pool finish 
for every taste.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Our computer drafting precision ensures an 
exacting fit for any pool shape.
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POLYMER

STEEL

NEW ENTRY SYSTEM OPPORTUNITIES
Refurbishing your pool’s interior? There’s no better 
time to enhance your swimming experience with a 
new bench step, sun deck, cove, or other entrance 
system! Choose from our many options of built-in 
stairs, Tread-Loc® Steps, or design your own!

POLYMER

STEEL

BEFORE AFTER



RENEW & REMODEL
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WARRANTIES
Our interior pool finishes carry 20 years of prorated coverage with the first 3 years 
covered in full. More comprehensive coverage is available to you through our Liner 
Guard Warranty. Ask your dealer for details.

SAFETY 
Your pool can give you, your family and guests many years of fun and relaxation. 
Take the responsibility for safety.

Any recreational activity that involves water poses a risk of personal injury. 
Swimming in an inground pool is no exception. Your awareness and understanding 
of safety practices and rules pertaining to the use of inground pools can reduce the 
risk of serious injury.

Read the Association of Pool and Spa Professionals’ excellent brochure, “The 
Sensible Way To Enjoy Your Inground Pool”, to learn how to avoid swimming 
related accidents.

Don’t allow diving or jumping in your pool. Remember, alcohol consumption 
and swimming do not mix. Carefully supervise all the swimmers in your pool, 
especially small children. They’re your responsibility. Always secure your pool from 
unsupervised and unauthorized use. Make sure signs, stickers and labels are posted 
and clearly visible and that rescue devices, such as life rings or ropes are nearby.

Swimmers using your pool are your responsibility. Visit http://imperialpools.com/
pool-safety-program for understanding of safety practices and rules pertaining to the 
use of inground pools.

33 Wade Rd.
Latham, New York 12110

www.imperialpools.com
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